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EDITORIAL  

 
As one reads the obituary notices it provides an opportunity to reflect on the contribution of those no longer with us. It is so easy to temporarily forget 
what individual ringers do for their tower and the Leicester DG and the sad occasion of their passing provides that opportunity to remember how 
indebted we should be. 
Things are progressing at Ab Kettleby (see the article below) and, in memory of his wife Hazel, John Adcock and family are providing the treble to the 
augmented ring of six. 

 
At the last Guild Committee Meeting a decision was made to reduce the regularity of future meetings to two each year. Since the inception of the 
Leicester DG the Guild Committee has met four times each year but, after  a long discussion in which every member present offered their view, it was 
decided that the Committee could function quite efficiently meeting twice annually. 

 
 Many of you will have seen the Easter Day live morning Service from Leicester Cathedral which included a brief rendition of the bells. In preparation 
for this Service and also the Songs of Praise Service, which is due to be televised at Pentecost, the Cathedral was in a state of organised chaos for several 
days before and after the filming. The bells were actually recorded on the Saturday before Easter Day.(Because the programme was being broadcast live 
we were asked not to ring on Easter Day; the first time this has happened since the Wartime ban on ringing) The work and organisation which went into 
the recording by BBC was quite an experience to observe and we hope that the two televised Services, and bells, were enjoyed by all who saw them.  
 
PLEASE REMEMBER THE GUILD RINGING COURSE WHICH WILL TAKE PLACE BETWEEN FRIDAY 12TH AND SUNDAY 
14TH SEPTEMBER. HELPERS ARE NEEDED. PLEASE LET THE ORGANISERS KNOW YOUR AVAILABILITY. ANY HELP YOU 
CAN GIVE WILL BE APPRECIATED. (Go on to the Guild website: education@leicesterdg.org.uk for further information) 
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NO LONGER WITH US 
 

Valerie E Goode (nee Watts) died on 13th March 2014. Val spent most of her ringing life as a member of the Earl Shilton band having 
joined the Leicester DG during 1946/7. She was a dedicated supporter of the Hinckley District and served as Chairman, Secretary and 
Committee Member at various times. She will be sadly missed. 

 
 

Gwilym Price of Lutterworth, formerly of North Kilworth, passed away peacefully at home on 12th March 2014 after a long battle with cancer. 

Husband of Pam. He will be sadly missed. 
 
 
 

Hazel J Adcock (nee Peasey) of Long Clawson died on the 5th May 2014. Hazel learnt to ring at Thurnby. Whilst subsequently a member of the Aylestone 
Band she was Secretary of the Leicester District. A member of the Knighton ringers for a few years she moved with her family to Long Clawson where she 
spent the remainder of her life as a stalwart of  both St. Remigius Church and the village. 
Hazel served initially as a Melton District Committee member before taking on the role of secretary. A post she held for nine years until forced to retire 
through her illness. May she rest in Peace.  

 
 
 

Tom Harris of Hathern died on the 23rd May 2014. Tom joined the Leicester DG in 1954 and in addition to being a loyal member of the Hathern band 
throughout his ringing life he served his tower as Ringing Master for many years and in the same role within the Loughborough District. He will be sadly 
missed. 

 
 

 
 
 

AB KETTLEBY BELLS BACK IN ACTION 
 
         For many years the very first entry on the ‘on-line’ Dove, Ab Kettleby, has read ‘unringable’, but now that has    changed. 
         After a considerable time when the church was not in use due to structural problems, repairs have been effected with the help of substantial grants from the 

Heritage Lottery Fund. As part of this work in the tower has included a new floor inserted below the bells and the intermediate chamber floor replaced. The 
serious leaks from the top of the spire were also addressed and the louvres made secure. 
At the request of the architect an inspection of the bell installation revealed a number of major problems which made the bells unringable: 
The treble wheel had rotted away due to the water from the spire leak dropping on to the top of it. 
One of the ball bearing units on the treble headstock had failed (it was full of rust!). 
The wood stops on the treble Hastings stay had rotted away. 
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The consequence of all this being that the treble was totally unringable. 
During the autumn these problems have been addressed; a ‘new’ second-hand wheel procured & fitted; the ball race replaced, the Hastings stay runner 
refurbished and replacement ropes procured. 
The bells are now ringable again, but there is still a substantial amount of work that needs to be done: 
The entire cast iron & steel 5 bell frame needs to be cleaned down & repainted 
The frame gate end across the treble & second bells is starting to buckle due to rust build-up 
The second bell wheel needs refurbishing. 
Volunteers to undertake this work are needed. 
The bells are a minor three, i.e. bells 1, 2 & 3 of a ring of 4. The frame installed by Taylors circa 1950 has pits for 5 bells, a treble & tenor could be added 
without too much difficulty/expence, and to this end it is understood that the parish is looking into an offer of the gift of a second-hand modern Taylor bell 
to augment the bells to four. Thus the future is much rosier for this formerly neglected installation. 
Acknowledgements 
Voluntary work to effect the repairs has been undertaken by Peter Hayward, Alex Skerritt, Martyn Marriott & George Dawson 
 
George Dawson 
 
 
 

 
 

LEICESTER GUILD STRIKING COMPETITION 
 

Loughborough District, lead by Colin Lord, were clear winners of the Guild 8 Bell Striking Competition held on the occasion of the 
Half Yearly Meeting at Measham on 26th April with an excellent touch of Grandsire Triples. 
The results were as follows : - 

 Loughborough District      :-  22 faults 
 Hinckley District  (Red )    : - 31 faults 
 Hinckley District ( Blue )   : - 32 faults 
 Market Harborough District  : - 36 faults 
 Leicester District    : - 45 faults 
 Leicester Cathedral   : - failed to complete 
 
 

                                             
 

BRF 100 Club Draw Results. 
March   
1st  Prize :- No 49  2nd Prize :- No 55 3rd Prize :- No 137 
April 
1st  Prize :- No 12               2nd Prize :- No 123     3rd Prize :- No  4 
May  
1st Prize :-  No 58  2nd Prize :- No 140 3rd Prize  :- No 13 
June 
1st Prise :-  No 135 2nd Prise :- No 53  3rd Prize  ;- No 45 
 
 
 

 
The Ignominious Retreat 

 
 

Jean Ward, brother John and myself were introduced to bellringing during the Spring of 1946, being taught at All Saints, Leicester by Alan Cattell and his 
family. All Saints bells had just been rehung and a treble added by the Loughborough foundry.We made good progress and by the summer of  that year had, 
on several occasions, visited St Johns and St Margarets.  I suppose it was around August when we finally went to ring at the Cathedral.all of us rather 
apprehensive , as after all  they were experts and en route to becoming the leading maximus band in the country.  How would they receive we three tyros?   
We were to find out. 
Their practice in those days was on Monday evenings and we duly arrived and Alan, being asked what we could ring, answered "rounds". At this the call 
went out for "rounds on twelve".  Well-from the moment we pulled off we were in trouble. Not being used to the slow pace of twelve bells we were either 
part way down, wrong stroke-absolutely awful. It was while I was struggling to control my bell that , from the corner of my eyes, I saw a figure hitherto quiet 
and insignificant in the corner of the ringing room, had risen to its feet and assumed a menacing attitude.  Half crouching, half standing,a finger gesticulating 
in our direction , it appeared to be mouthing  words which we could not hear, which was perhaps as well.  Although I had never met him I recognised at a 
stroke the fearsome face of Frederick H Dexter. He was, by that time , retired from active ringing, but still came into the tower to hear his bells and perhaps 
more importantly to see who was ringing them.  And what he saw did not please him-no-not one jot.  Our bells were quickly taken from us and shortly 
afterwards we descended to the street below. I recall being most upset, really disappointed, but Jean merely laughed-she could handle situations like that, she 
implied. 
 Some time later, perhaps two years or so I joined the "Supporters Club", so coined by Harold Poole, and this was a bus outing to a Ladies Guild meeting in 
the days when daughter Jill was secretary of the Midland District.  Sitting on this bus, immediately in front of me was an elderly man who turned in my 
direction and I found myself being  scrutinised via a pair of thick lensed glasses.  Heavens, its Fred Dexter.  "And where do you ring " he abruptly 
demanded.  "  I-er- All Saints", I faltered.  " Well, if you want to learn to ring, come to me and I 'll teach you, yes I can teach you even if you have the 
intelligence of a louse"  With that kind invitation Fred slowly turned and again faced the front of the bus. Well I didn`t take up his offer.  Instead I 
commenced going to Anstey where  the ringing was directed by Redvers Elkington, a great teacher, known to some as "Anstey" and to Harold Poole  as  
"Little Tubby"  (  they were great friends"), but who ran a most enjoyable tower.  But that is another story. 
  
John Bennett 

 
 

A PASSING COMMENT 

 
I have been coming to the Cathedral bell-ringing practices on and off since January 2013 in an attempt to ring methods on more than 8 bells.    I have always 
received a welcome and appropriate help / advice with my ringing and I am grateful for this. 
Although many of the Cathedral ringers are particularly competent I am not made to feel in awe of them and I do think that I am now beginning  to make 
progress on 10 bells.  There is a business-like but friendly atmosphere in the practices with everyone trying to give their best.  Judy Hunt 
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BRF Fundraising- Tower Open Day 
 

The BRF fundraising committee is organising a tower open day to raise funds for the BRF.  This will take place on Saturday 18th October around the Market 
Harborough district. 
For those of you who have never been involved in such an event before, we will have 25-30 towers available at 20 minute intervals throughout the day. 
Visitors will be charged £1  per tower or £15 for a day ticket. 
Towers confirmed so far include the rehung 8 at Gilmorton, the augmented bells at Peatling Parva and the 3 at Horninghold. 
Everyone is welcome to take part and seize the opportunity to ring at some or all of the towers. 
We will also be in need of stewards to help the day to run smoothly. The aim is to have at least 2 Guild members present at each tower to ensure the 
efficient running of the ringing and to ring with any visitors who arrive after the majority have left.  Guidance notes will be provided! 
Please could any willing volunteers (Or conscripts!) to help out on the day contact Brenda Parr on Brenda.parr@ntlworld.com. 
In 2011, we raised £693.  This event has been publicised on Campanophile and circulated to the tower grabbers’ yahoo email group ‘Nabbers’ and is 
attracting some interest. 
 

Prize Draw 
In 2010 the Prize Draw made a net profit: £1553 made up of £1557 ticket sales, £305 donations with £309 expenses. 
The 2014 Prize Draw has so far received £540 worth of donations and incurred £102 costs for the gambling licence and ticket printing. 
At the time of writing, the list of prizes generously donated (also on our website): 
1st One week's use of a cottage in the Lake District 
2nd Meal for four at The Hilton 
3rd King Power Stadium Tour for 4 
4th Family Fun Day at Leicester Race Course for 2 adults & 2 children 
Others: 
Bottle of wine 
Two cartons of Walkers Crisps 
Nintendo 3DS Game - Harvest Moon - A New Beginning 
LDG Polo shirt 
8 free pints at The Salmon, Leicester 
Tesco £20 gift card 
2 Baylis & Harding Pamper Gift Sets 
£40 cash to buy prizes 
More prizes are needed please! 
 
Books of 5 tickets @ £1 each are making their way to every tower and member. 
Please maximise ticket sales to family, friends, neighbours, work colleagues etc. 
Members already donate very generously and if we can increase the amount of ‘external’ income this would be fantastic perhaps even sparking some 
awareness and interest and even new recruits! 
People are genuinely interested to hear what goes on inside and outside of the ‘belfry’ and this is a good opportunity to start conversations. 
 
Unsold tickets, cash & counterfoils must be returned by 2nd July to any member of the BRF Fundraising committee via District Committee Members if you 
would be so kind please. 
 
The Draw will take place on Sat 5th July at Wanlip Church Hall at the Guild Social. 

 
Good Luck 

 
 

Nicholas and Brenda Parr 
 

 
 
 

Memories from my early Ringing Days in the Melton District 
 

                           
I was born at Asfordby in 1942. My Father was born at Wartnaby and taught to handle a bell in the 1920’s at Ab Kettleby, where I understand there are 
plans to augment the bells to a ring of 6. When the Guild was formed in 1946, he was the first secretary of the Melton District and held this position 
until the mid 1950’s when he became the Chairman. 
 The bells at Asfordby were very difficult to ring, because of the very old frame and fittings, until the early 1950’s when they were rehung in a new 8 bell 
frame, just in time for the Coronation. I remember seeing the old frame on the church floor,which was in such a bad state, that  much of it broke up 
when reaching the ground. My Father started training a new team at Asfordby in the autumn of 1953, which included myself. Having mastered the 
handling of a bell, I started venturing out to other towers, either by public transport or bicycle. On a Monday evening, I would cycle to Kirby Bellars and 
then was taken by car to Great Dalby, where I came into contact with characters such as Harold Bonshor and Charlie Cooper. Harold was always very 
welcoming and spent many hours teaching and training ringers, both at Great Dalby and neighbouring towers, travelling to other places by motor bike.  
Harold had some amusing comments in the belfry , such as “Keep wiring in” and “Don’t stop or it's too late”. Then he would entertain us in the pub 
afterwards with amusing stories. On such occasions, I would often arrive home late, with my bike being tied upside down on the carrier of the car I had 
been taken in, but minus its lights, which would fall off when going over the railway level crossing at Asfordby Station. Then I would be told by mother 
that I was not going again if this was going to happen, but usually, this was forgotten by the next Monday.  Melton ringing practice was on Tuesday, run 
for many years by Harry Clayton at which Philip Corby and Michael Staniforth would be present. This enhanced the practice night very much and also 
attracted visitors from outside the district. This meant the ten bells were mostly rung and as a result, I gained enough competence to ring a peal there of 
Stedman Caters  in 1956 at the age of 14. The nearest practice for me on a Wednesday was Hoby which I would sometimes visit, especially during the 
summer, and this meant a cycle ride of about 3 miles. Thursday was mainly a learners practice at Asfordby, where my father was teaching a good number 
of ringers. 
The Melton District was quite active in those days. According to Guild reports, the average attendance at meetings was over 30. With few people owning 
their own car, this meant for a lot of members, the only way to travel to meetings was by public transport. Also, few people possessed a telephone at 
home, so the only way of organising them was by post, for which the Guild provided postcards to be sent to each tower. These meetings attracted quite a 
number of visitors, not only from the county, but also neighbouring areas, such as Rutland and Lincolnshire. One thing that could always be relied on 
was a good tea , with some people renowned for eating  their fair share!!.  The ringing was not as advanced as today, with Cambridge being generally the 
most advanced rung, but there was a very good social atmosphere at such. In addition to those already mentioned, there were quite  few characters who I 
remember well.  Evander Littlewood of Asfordby, who always hoped we would end up in the pub afterwards  playing dominoes. Evander  died in 1961 
aged 88, , in the Pub at Asfordby with his hand on his glass, which was two days after a meeting at Hoby. This was after going to clean out the coke fired 
boiler at the church. What a good way to depart this life!!.  Another person who I remember well was Herbert Christian from Waltham. On one occasion 
at a meeting at Eaton in my early days, myself and another  young  ringer from Melton were walking down the road towards Branston when who should 
we come across, but Herbert and another Waltham ringer. Having had a humorous conversation with us, they threatened to sit us on top of a hedge, to 
which my friend said they had to catch us first. Guess who couldn’t run fast enough and was caught!!. I was thankful my trousers were not torn, 
otherwise Mother would have been up in arms. Herbert never let me forget this and took great delight in recounting the story to all and sundry. I am sure 
some members will also remember Tom Briggs of Somerby, who was rarely seen at meetings until after his wife died. He  was still driving a car into 
Leicester to visit his daughter  for Sunday lunch when he was 90, and called in to ring for morning service  at St John the Divine. He rang a quarter peal 
for his 90th birthday which I conducted.  
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Every year, there would be a district outing by coach. The first one I remember was a half day outing to the Hinckley District, but the second one was a 
full day to Lincolnshire, which included Sleaford and Boston Stump. One tower on the return journey was Billingborough, with its large pond near the 
Church. It was there that a young Master Corby  slipped in, getting a good soaking. A person living near the church saw what happened and promptly 
offered his mother a pair of her sons trousers to wear which he had grown out of. It was years later that I learned that the trousers were originally worn 
by someone who rings at Anstey to this day. Guess Who!!.  Individual towers, also used to arrange their own ringing  outings and the Melton and 
Somerby ones were very popular with members of the wider congregation taking advantage of the opportunity of any spare seats which enabled them to 
see parts of the countryside  that people without  transport would never have visited. However,these were not always without incident. On one occasion, 
having visited Norfolk on a Melton tower outing, the bus broke down at Eye near Peterborough and the bus company had to come from Melton with 
another bus, thus arriving home in the early hours of the next morning.  
Another event which was always very popular was the district dinner, which for years was held at the Kings Arms Scalford, and which there was always a 
full house. This  not only attracted district ringers, but some from afar, who came to stay with Philip and Lucille Corby  who were living at Melton at the 
time. Anybody who did not have their fair share of food could only blame themselves. It even stalled the writer !!.  After the meal, there would be 
entertainment (dancing and games) by  , The Kirby Twins one of whom was a ringer at Kirby Bellars, well known in the area for performing at such 
functions. 
These are just a few of my memories from my early ringing days. 
 
Roland Cook 
 
 
 
 

TOWER SPOTLIGHT :- OAKS IN CHARNWOOD 
 

Location, location, location 
 
St. James, Oaks-in-Charnwood is a pretty and well-kept church set in a fabulous natural location surrounded by rolling hills and mature trees with a 
renowned sweep of churchyard daffodils each spring. As such, it is a very popular venue for weddings and the wedding organising lady is right there with 
the message, “You will, of course, be wanting the bells.” 
St.James’ is quite remote from centres of population; there is no village as such and only a few dwellings within earshot. The church was established in 
the countryside as a “chapel of ease” to enable local folk from 19th century farmsteads to attend service and then for the workers to return swiftly to the 
fields - thereby not needing to trek to Shepshed or Loughborough even. Dedicated originally in 1815 to St Mary and known as the “Chapel in the 
Wilderness”, it was the first new church to be built in the country for many generations. The building was consecrated in celebration of the Battle of 
Waterloo and a set of relic lances - reputably from that battle – adorn the walls of the Nave. (We say ‘reputably’ because on one occasion a visiting band 
included a military historian who, after careful study, declared them to be of Dutch mercenary origin!) 
The church was closed during 1882 because of the dangerous state of the roof and the opportunity was taken to extend it and add a chancel, porch, 
organ chamber and new organ. At the same time, a  10cwt Taylor ring of 6 bells was added. The extended church was reopened on 26th July 1883 and 
dedicated on this occasion to St James the Greater. The bells were subsequently augmented to 8 in the 1970s. 
A Sunday School was conducted in a small room at the base of the tower. This was eventually to become a day school. Such was the popularity of this 
"School in the Forest" that a new school room was built (at a cost of £100). Opened in 1851 the building stayed in use almost unchanged until it closed 
in 1953, by which time the school register had reduced to six. 
The current neighbours assure us that they always enjoy hearing the bells ring – even when practice has not been of its best! 
To ensure that bell ringing is maintained we rely on attracting ringers who are ‘on the books’ of other Leicestershire towers and beyond.   
The Church Wardens are keen that ringing takes place for the key ‘rural’ services – Plough Sunday, Harvest Festival, Christingle, etc, - when the farming 
fraternity turn out en masse.  
Then there are the weddings and, particularly in the summer, visiting bands touring the North West Leicestershire area usually seek to include “the Oaks” 
on their itinerary. 
The Oaks is a popular tower for practice ringing and in this regard is a ‘ringing centre’ in all but name. It is a convenient and willing venue for hosting 
district and Guild events, quarter peals and peals (over 200 since augmentation). 
Our catchment area for routine practice night ringing includes the Loughborough metropolis as well as local 6 bell towers such as Copt Oak, Belton and 
Breedon. Between 10 and 20 ringers regularly attend each Monday ranging in age from teenagers to octogenarians. This provides for a high ratio of 
trainers to learners across a wide spectrum of ringing activities –from bell control, progression in the standard methods through to exploring new ground 
with ‘method of the week’ and onto Spliced Surprise Major. 
Perhaps it’s some of the various social activities that help maintain the popularity of Monday evenings .Recently these have included the availability of 
copious supplies of bagged manure from our ringing smallholder, the exchange of garden plant cuttings and Geo cache setting and searching. These 
activities seem to be the preserve of our lady ringers, charmed no doubt by our smallholder. 
Meanwhile the gentlemen ringers attend to finishing off the evening with a sandwich feast - helped down with a well kept real ale - from our recently 
refurbished ‘local’. 
Newsflash! Hazel Jacques, who doesn’t climb the tower these days, has decided to try out the country dancing in the Church Hall! This too is held each Monday, so she can get to 
join in with us afterwards.  
For the near future, we are planning to arrange more quarter peal attempts for the ‘progressing ringers’ in our orbit, which would also be to the benefit of 
more frequent service ringing.  
Alan Jacques, who with his family, regularly rang with us in recent years, generously left a legacy to put towards improvements to the Oaks ringing 
environment for the benefit of all who ring there – to help ensure that bells are kept ringing. Our unanimous conclusion is that an ideal  project would be 
to re-hang the tenor (which is still on its 1883 wooden stock) to make it a lot easier to handle, and thereby bringing it into the capability of more of our 
ringers. So that will be 2014 Project. 
Now I must remember to fumigate the car boot after that bag of manure split! 
 
Richard Brown 

  
 

 
 
 
 

 R & E COMMITTEE 
 
Rising Ringers 
 
Rising ringers met at Medbourne on Saturday 24th May. Lots of rounds and call changes and plain bob was rung. Great evening and lots of progress 

made. 

 
Mark Pendery 

 
IT  
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AROUND THE DISTRICTS 
 

 
 
Leicester : - 
 
  
 There was a WW1 Commemoration weekend at Belgrave Church on 7-8 June, 11am-6pm. We were asked to ring 5-6pm on Sunday 8th.. 
 Saturday 5th July is the Guild BBQ at Wanlip. We will have our usual focus practice at St Margarets that morning. I am arranging a couple of towers for 
ringing in the afternoon with a BYO Picnic. The BBQ is 4-7pm. 
 The Guild are still looking for helpers for the ringing course in September 12-14th and also will be looking for stewards for an open day on 
October 18th. Please see the website for further details www.leicesterdg.org.uk 
 We are always looking for suggestions for our focus practices if anyone has any please let me know. 
  
Angela 
  
PS Still a number of subs outstanding (been a bit slow in chasing this year) If you have subs outstanding please let me have them ASAP! 

 
Loughborough :-  
 
On March 8th we held another successful Loughborough District training morning. There was a late rush of 
people wanting to take part and in the end we needed four towers to host all the learners and helpers. Also we 
had an eleventh hour change of venue for the Oaks as there was a wake on in the church hall next door, so that 
group went to the Bell Foundry instead. Thanks to Richard for sorting out the last minute arrangements. The 
learners got plenty of rope time with experienced ringers around them and hopefully benefitted from joining in. 
We got plenty of positive feedback saying do it again soon. Afterwards we all met up for a good pub lunch and 
debrief at Copt Oak.  
Judith: “Always a challenge to organise, but so rewarding. A great social too!” 
On April 26 we hosted the Guild striking contest and half-yearly meeting at Measham. A lot of organisation and 
effort went into making the tea, for which I’d like to thank Mary again! The district band was put together quite 
late, with substitutions in the line-up to include real Grandsire fans. They held a couple of practices, which 
seemed to pay off as they WON! The table of Loughborough supporters at the back of the room seemed to be 
having much of the luck in the raffle after tea too. 
Sally:”Thrilled to have been in the band that came 1st in the Leicester Diocesan Guild Striking Competition. Well done, 
Loughborough District!” 
 
Helen Watts 
 
 
Melton :- 
 
 
Melton district meetings continue to be well attended and successful - the May one was at Great Dalby (thanks to the visitors for supporting us - nice to see 
some people from outside the district) . The next meeting is at Sproxton at 7pm on 21st June,  a nice ring of 8 ).  
The 3 bells at Ab Kettleby are now ringable, a local ringer (James Lowe) has just completed his ITTS 1 training course and we have 2 new recruits for the 
tower who will be trained over the next few months.....the plan is for more bells and more ringers over the coming months so watch this space for news.  
Asfordby need more ringers so their existing team have taken the ITTS 1 course and we are planning a recruitment drive in the near future to get new ringers 
in for that tower.  
We ran an open morning at Ab Kettleby using the Guilds displays and bell camera's etc. which was successful so we now intend to use that approach for an 
event at Waltham in September to try and get some new ringers into local towers for training.  
 
 
 
Peter Brown 
 
Syston :- 
  
 
Syston district enjoyed their outing to Lincs/Notts and our monthly district practices continue.  We cater for all abilities and have managed to accommodate 
requests for Surprise methods recently which has been very pleasing.  We will be hosting the Guild Social on 5th July, tickets on sale soon.  This will be a Bar-
B-Q and ringing at Wanlip from 4-7pm where the lucky winners of the Grand Prize Draw will be announced.  All our events are listed on the Guild website.  
Visitors welcome! 
 
Amanda Adams 

 
 

 
LDG 2025 COMMITTEE 

 
The thinking in the 2025 Committee has moved on to look at the purpose of the General Committee (GC). Over the years many hours have been 
contributed in supporting the work of the GC by many members of the Guild, and the principle that the GC administers the Guild on behalf of the 
membership is generally understood. However, perhaps through a lack of clarity of all the objectives of the GC, and also the rise of the sub committees, 
we have a feeling that now would be a good time to review its role and structure. 
Between now and the 2014 AGM we will look to stimulate debate around the responsibilities of the GC and who would form its core membership. The 
outcome of this thinking will be brought to the AGM as a general discussion along with a proposed set of rule changes required to support the new GC 
structure. 
Given that there are a number of current rules that would need to be altered to support a change in structure of the GC, we would also like to refresh the 
rules, bringing them up to date and ensuring their relevance in today’s world. This will cause plenty of debate I’m sure but we will aim to draft out the 
proposed changes and deliver them to Carol three months prior to the AGM. 
As indicated in a previous edition of this august document, we also feel that creating a specific group of people (some might call this a committee) to look at 
how the Guild engages the ringing community and the general public, both inside and outside the Leicester Diocese, would be beneficial. This Group would 
look at how we use the different types of media to interact, as well as maintaining a record of the Guild activity for future generations and to satisfy external 
bodies such as the Charities Commission.   
It should be an interesting AGM!! 
 
Dave Carling 
  

 

http://www.leicesterdg.org.uk/
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Ringing Roadshow 

6 September 2014 

Newbury Racecourse 

Everything for the ringer you are and the ringer you want to be 

Unbelievably planning for the Roadshow has now been in progress for just over twelve months!  However, more 
importantly, there are now less than 140 days to go to the big day!  A great deal has happened, albeit mainly on 
paper in the last year, so it’s an appropriate time to review progress and tell Ringing World readers about some of 
the key stages the planning has reached. 
New enquiries for exhibition space have now dried up, which is just as well because we are very close to capacity.  

This is, incidentally, a subtle way of saying that if you are intending to exhibit and haven’t got around to booking space yet, you’re leaving it very late!  We 
have recently sent all exhibitors who registered an interest some vital information  
about space, charges and facilities and a requirements form which will be used to inform the jigsaw puzzle of optimum stand layout on the three floors of 
the Grandstand. 
There is still an extraordinary range of things to be sorted out with the Racecourse including catering, access and parking arrangements, and, most 
importantly, beer. We will report on final arrangements when we have completed our negotiations. 
We are making arrangements for ordering and paying for tickets through the web site. We have decided to keep it simple and there is one price of £10 
for all tickets (except for those aged six and under who get free entry). By comparison with previous Roadshows and other all day events we think this is 
a bargain. 
The Seminar and Handbell Performance programme, compiled by Steve Coleman, is well into its final planning stage.  The programme will run 
throughout the day with a number of handbell performances fitted in between seminars on the ground floor of the Berkshire Stand which will seat 250, 
and wall-to-wall seminars in a smaller room upstairs.  There’ll be something for everyone in the programme, the outline of which will be published on the 
web site as it is confirmed. 
The Handbell Ringers of Great Britain (HRGB) have agreed to provide have-a-go sessions and demonstrations. A number of mini-rings have accepted 
our invitation to be present, and there will be ample opportunity to have a go on a variety of little bell installations. 
We will be arranging a number of open towers available for those coming to and leaving the Roadshow. If you are planning to bring a coachload of 
people and want to ring do get in touch and we will try and help you make arrangements for your ringers. 
Finally, dust off your teddy bears. We have decided to demonstrate this fun fund-raising activity by launching teddies off the second floor balcony of the 
Grandstand. The best teddy and parachute combo will win a prize! 
We will be writing a series of updates between now and Roadshow date, 6th September.  Watch this space (and the web site at 
www.ringingroadshow.co.uk) - and see you at Newbury Racecourse! 
 
Jackie Roberts, Roadshow Organiser 
 
 
 
 
 

SNIPPETS 
  
Val Goode remembered the LDG Bell Restoration Fund in her will to the sum of £5,000. This generous gift will be put to good use. 
 
Ryan Mills, taught to ring at Wigston Magna by Richard Carter, has been pursuing his education at York University and elsewhere. On 24th May at St. 
Thomas, Oxford, he not only rang his first peal of 8 Spliced but also called it; this being his first peal as conductor. Well done Ryan. 
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